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TRINITY OF AI

DATACOMPUTE

ALGORITHMS



DEEP LEARNING IS DATA-HUNGRY

Data Priors+Learning =

STRUCTURE-INFUSED LEARNING



Examples of Priors
• Graphs/Tensors
• Symbolic rules
• Physical laws
• Simulations
• Generative models

How to use structure and domain knowledge to design Priors?

Data Priors+Learning =
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NEXT GENERATION AI

FROM PREDICTION TO GENERATION
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DOG DOG
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Generative Adversarial Networks
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TURING TEST FOR FACE GENERATION

http://www.whichfaceisreal.com/index.php

http://www.whichfaceisreal.com/index.php


WHAT IS THE SOLUTION OF A GAN?

GAN objective for loss function 𝐿
min
𝒢

max
𝒟

𝐿 𝒢,𝒟

Generator

Discriminator

Latent 
Code

Loss

Real 

Images



COMPETITION IN GANS

• Training GANs challenging : unstable and mode collapse

• Standard optimization: alternating gradient descent

• Fails even for simple case with bilinear objectives

Generator vs Discriminator optimization



A VERY SIMPLE GAN
Current optimization methods:



COMPETITIVE GRADIENT DESCENT 

NeurIPS 2019

Florian Schäfer A



INTUITIONS

Components in decision making:

1. Belief about loss function

2. Uncertainty of environment

3. Anticipation of action of adversary

Opponent awareness in optimization



COMPETITIVE GRADIENT DESCENT

Linear for one player → Bilinear for two players

𝑥𝑘+1 − 𝑥𝑘 = argmin𝑥 𝑓 + 𝑥𝑇𝛻𝑥𝑓 + 𝑥𝑇𝐷𝑥𝑦
2 𝑓 𝑦 + 𝑦𝑇𝛻𝑦𝑓 +

1

2𝜂
𝑥𝑇𝑥

𝑦𝑘+1 − 𝑦𝑘 = argmin𝑦 𝑔 + 𝑥𝑇𝛻𝑥𝑔 + 𝑥𝑇𝐷𝑥𝑦
2 𝑔 𝑦 + 𝑦𝑇𝛻𝑦𝑔 +

1

2𝜂
𝑦𝑇𝑦

Local approximation is interactive!

Nash equilibrium of local game



A VERY SIMPLE GAN
CGD converges for all step sizes:



RESULTS ON W-GAN 
We use architecture intended for 
WGAN-GP, no additional 
hyperparameter tuning

Best performance by WGAN 
loss with Adaptive-CGD (no 
regularization) 



TAKE-AWAYS

Competition between generation and discriminator leads to 
instability and mode collapse

Stabilization in competitive gradient descent through opponent 
awareness  

Implicit competitive regularization through stabilization

State of art performance with no tuning and explicit penalties

Competitive optimization in GANs
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DISENTANGLEMENT IN STYLEGANS 

AAnimesh Garg
Ankit Patel

Terro KarasWeili Nie
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CONTROLLABLE STYLEGAN

● Multi-resolution generator and 

discriminator

● Generator conditions on factor 

code

● Mapping network –conditioned 

styles – modulate each block in 

the synthesis network

● Encoder shares all layers with 

discriminator except last

○ to predict factor code. 
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SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING
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DISENTANGLED LEARNING

• Loss on encoder encourages disentanglement 

• Loss incorporates code of real images when available 
(semi-supervised)
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5% OF LABELLED DATA ON CELEB-A (256X256)
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1% OF LABELLED DATA ON ISAAC SIM (512X512)
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TAKE-AWAYS 

Controllable photo-realistic generation in StyleGANs

Disentanglement through reconstruction of style codes

Semi-supervised learning with very little labeled data

Disentangled learning in StyleGAN
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Flow-based Generative Models
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p
(z

)
p
(x

)

- Exact likelihood

- Invertibility

- Use ODE solvers

CONTINUOUS NORMALIZING FLOWS
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CONTINUOUS NORMALIZING FLOWS

2

CONTINUOUS NORMALIZING FLOWS

z= z0 zl zL = x

p0 (x 0 ) pl(x l) pL (x L )

@ log p(z(t))

@t
= Tr

✓
@f(z(t);✓)

@z(t)

◆

z(t0) = z,
@z(t)

@t
= f(z(t),t;✓)

Continuous Normalizing Flows (CNFs) provides:

- Invertibility

- Exact likelihood

- Memory saving

- No efficient conditioning method?

⇒ cannot take full advantage of labeled data    
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CONTINUOUS NORMALIZING FLOWS
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CONTINUOUS NORMALIZING FLOWS
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Continuous Normalizing Flows (CNFs) provides:

- Invertibility

- Exact likelihood

- Memory saving

- No efficient conditioning method?

⇒ cannot take full advantage of labeled data    

Ordinary Differential Equation
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NEURAL ODE MODELS FOR TIME SERIES
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Gavin Portwood, Peetak Mitra, Mateus Dias Riberio, Tan Mihn Nguyen, Anima Anandkumar

AI4PHYSICS: TURBULENCE FORECASTING 
VIA NEURAL ODE
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MOTIVATION

Fluid Turbulence is difficult to model:

• Multi-scale: Dynamics of different scales non-linear 
and coupled

• Direct numerical simulation (DNS) resolves all scales 
and hence, is expensive

• Current reduced order models are heuristic, not 
high fidelity

• Can neural ODEs help?
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

• Neural ODE predictions of evolution of dissipation rate are better 

• Neural ODE generalizes well on unseen test data
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TAKE-AWAYS

Good alternatives to GANs when likelihood estimates are needed

Ideal for scientific applications with underlying differential 
equations and need for uncertainty estimates

Challenges in scaling 

Flow-based generative models



FEEDBACK GENERATIVE MODELS
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NEXT GENERATION AI

FROM PREDICTION TO GENERATION

y

x

y

x

DOG DOG

One model to do both? 
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Taking inspiration from 

Biological brains..
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HUMAN VISION: FEEDFORWARD & FEEDBACK

1020

new s &  view s

correlates of precision engineered, cortical 
gain control (referred to as excitation–
inhibition balance) suddenly acquire  
a clear teleology.

W hen applied to problem s like figure–
ground segregation10, the precision 
of prediction errors— say in prim ary 
visual cortex—is optim ized to produce 
representational sharpening via lateral 
inhibition. This requires the m odulatory 
effects of descending predictions of 
precision to extend beyond the classical 
receptive field to produce extraclassical 
receptive field effects. It further requires 
the suppression of representations that do 
not conform  to the attended or inferred 

stim ulus attribute. See Fig. 1 for a m ore 
detailed explanation. This representational 
sharpening contextualizes the form ation of 
prediction errors per se and requires top-
dow n retinotopic projections to inhibitory 
interneurons in the classical receptive 
field. In short, predictive coding predicts 
the neurom odulation of cells reporting 
prediction errors (for exam ple, superficial 
pyram idal cells) in orthogonal perceptual 
dim ensions or opposite preferences. This is 
exactly the phenom ena reported em pirically 
in M arques et al.9.

It is som etim es said that predictive 
coding—as a hypothesis for m essage-
passing in cortical hierarchies—has 

yet to be em pirically confirm ed. A n 
alternative view  of the literature speaks 
to an enorm ous am ount of anatom ical 
and physiological evidence for predictive 
coding; particularly, in early visual 
processing (see ref. 12 for a list of exam ples). 
O ne could take this view  further w ith 
reference to specific predictions that have 
subsequently been confirm ed. A  nice 
exam ple (num ber 6 in the list presented in 
ref. 12) is a spectral asym m etry in forw ard 
and backw ard m essage-passing during 
perceptual (visual) synthesis: “[p]rincipal 
cells elaborating predictions (e.g., deep 
pyram idal cells) m ay show  distinct (low -
pass) dynam ics, relative to those encoding 
error (e.g., superficial pyram idal cells)”12 
(p. 21). This w as subsequently confirm ed 
several years later13,14 and is now  alm ost 
a ‘m em e’ w hen characterizing lam inar-
specific neurophysiological responses.

The predictive validity of predictive 
coding is not restricted to neurophysiology; 
it also encom passes neuroanatom y: “[a]s an 
exam ple, a neural inference arising from  the 
earliest form ulations of predictive coding is 
that the source populations of forw ard and 
backw ard pathw ays should be com pletely 
separate, given their functional distinction; 
this aspect of circuitry—that neurons w ith 
extrinsically bifurcating axons do not project 
in both directions—has only recently been 
confirm ed.”15 (p. 1792).

I introduced the target article by 
noting that perceptual inference (i.e., 
neurodynam ics) and learning (i.e., 
neuroplasticity) are in the gam e of 
optim izing the sam e thing; nam ely, m odel 
evidence or its variational equivalent (i.e., 
free energy). This rem ains as prescient today 
as it w as 20 years ago. To see perception, 
learning, attention, and sensory attenuation 
as w orking hand-in-hand tow ard the sam e 
im perative provides an integrative account 
that m ay still have an im portant m essage. 
There are still sw athes of com putational 
neuroscience that concern them selves 
alm ost exclusively w ith learning and 
ignore the inference problem  (for exam ple, 
reinforcem ent learning). C onversely, vanilla 
predictive processing can often overlook 
the experience-dependent learning that 
accom panies evidence accum ulation, as 
w ell as the Bayesian m odel selection (a.k.a. 
structure learning) of m odels per se. This 
polarization m ay reflect the differences 
in conceptual lineage: predictive coding 
takes its lead from  perceptual psychology, 
w hile reinforcem ent learning is a legacy of 
behaviorism . This dialectic is also seen in 
m achine learning, w ith deep learning on the 
one hand and problem s of data assim ilation 
and uncertainty quantification on the other. 
The have been heroic attem pts to bridge this 

Fig. 1 | H ierarchical predictive coding: schem atics that describe the hierarchical m essage passing 

im plicit in predictive coding based on deep generative m odels. In this schem e, sensory input is 

conveyed to sensory (for exam ple, prim ary visual) cortex via ascending prediction errors (for exam ple, 

from  the lateral geniculate). Posterior expectations, encoded by the activity of deep pyram idal cells, are 

driven by ascending prediction errors (red arrow s). These cells then provide descending predictions 

(black arrow s) that inform  prediction errors at the low er level. A t the sam e tim e, they are subject 

to lateral interactions that m ediate (em pirical) priors. C rucially, prediction errors are m odulated by 

predictions of their precision (blue arrow s). The predicted precision is based on the sum  of squared 

prediction errors. This m eans w e have tw o sets of ascending and descending counter stream s: the first 

dealing w ith predictions of (first-order) content and the second dealing w ith (second-order) context; 

nam ely, the precision of first-order prediction errors. H euristically, expectations about precision 

release posterior expectations from  constraints in the vicinity of an inferred attribute or trajectory, 

and allow  them  to respond m ore sensitively to ascending input. This is illustrated on the low er right 

(representational sharpening). The key point here is that prediction errors com pete for influence over 

pyram idal cells representing stim ulus features (i.e., expectations). If a representation is released from  

top-dow n constraints, it is disinhibited and becom es m ore sensitive to ascending prediction error. 

Conversely, if a particular prediction error is afforded greater top-dow n precision, it effectively pulls the 

predictive expectation tow ard its prior m ean of zero, as illustrated by the red arrow s in the low er right 

panel. In this exam ple, the activity of the m iddle deep pyram idal cell (black triangle on the upper right) 

could encode the expected orientation of a local stim ulus (indicated by the G abor patches on the low er 

right). In term s of extraclassical receptive field effects, this corresponds to representational sharpening. 

For a m ore detailed description of the im plicit belief updating and ac com panying neuronal dynam ics, see 

ref. 10. Credit: Katie V icari/Springer N ature

Second-order predictions

First-order predictions

Visual input

Representational sharpening

Hierarchical predictive coding

First-order streams

Prediction error

(superficial pyramidal cells)

Expectations

(deep pyramidal cells)

Second-order streams

Prediction error

(precision)

Expectations

(precision)

Inhibitory (backward) connections

Excitatory (forward) connections

Modulatory backward connections

N ATU RE N EU RO SCIEN CE | V O L 21 | A U G U ST 2018 | 1019–1026 | w w w .nature.com /natureneuroscience

Interaction between the feedforward and feedback connections are crucial 

for core object recognition in human vision 



DECONVOLUTIONAL GENERATIVE MODEL
object 

category

intermediate

rendering

image

latent 

variables • Feedback network for 

deconvolution 

• Latent variables to 

overcome non-invertibility
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CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK WITH FEEDBACK

...

x

y

...

...
...

x

...

y

...

CNN CNN-F

Cat

Feedforward	and	Feedback	loop	for	3	iterations	

g: Feedforward	Activations

h:	Feedback	intermediate	layers

z:	latent	variable

x Input	image y Object	category

g: Feedforward Activations

h: Feedback intermediate layers

z: latent variable

x Input image y Object category

CNN-F performs approximate belief propagation through feedforward CNN 

and feedback generative model
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CNN-F CAN RECOVER CLEAN DATA
Noise Blur Occlusion

Input

CNN-F 

Reconstruction



CNN-F YIELDS ROBUST CLASSIFICATION



TAKE-AWAYS

Biological inspiration can lead to more robust architectures

Combining feedforward and feedback networks for iterative 
inference

Robust prediction on degraded images

Adding feedback to CNNs



CONCLUSION

• Generative models are important in many applications

• Photorealistic generation now possible

• Competitive optimization to stabilize GAN training

• Controlled disentangled generation in Style GANs

• Continuous flow-based models for physical applications

• Brain inspired CNN with feedback

• Outstanding challenges:

• How to combine generative models with simulations and 
downstream taskss
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Thank you


